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IN SHORT
Quarter 2 PE classes begin next 
Monday, Oct. 26.

MIT Unicef Halloween Care 
Packages are available for pur-
chase in Lobby 10 on Oct. 28–29.

Parent’s weekend is this coming 
weekend.

The UA Council will meet 
Wednesday, Oct. 28 at 7:30 p.m. in 
W20-400.

HallowMIT, a Halloween event for 
MIT families and children, will take 
place at the Zesiger Center from 2 
to 5 p.m. Sunday.

Send news and tips to news@
tech.mit.edu.
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A student takes a picture of a hack commemorating “Back to the future Day” on Wednesday. The 
“flux capacitor” sat on a pedestal in Lobby 7�

MIT will not divest, 
says industry is key 
in new climate plan
Student activists expected to stage 
sit-in to protest Institute’s decision 

By Katherine Nazemi  
and Leon Lin

editors

MIT said Wednesday it would 
not divest from fossil fuels, instead 
announcing efforts to strengthen 
collaboration with industry — seek-
ing $300 million in new energy re-
search at MIT over five years — as 
part of a much-awaited “plan for 
action on climate change.”

The plan also includes $5 mil-
lion more from MIT toward envi-
ronmental research, a new Envi-
ronment and Sustainability minor 
degree, and a pledge to slash the 
carbon footprint of MIT’s campus, 
among other steps.

Students of Fossil Free MIT were 
planning just before press time to 

stage a sit-in outside President L. 
Rafael Reif’s office Thursday morn-
ing in protest of the decision not to 
divest, The tech has learned.

Despite increasing pressure 
from some students, faculty, alum-
ni, and other activists, Reif and four 
top administrators argued vigor-
ously against divesting the Insti-
tute’s $13.5 billion endowment from 
fossil fuel companies.

“In our judgment, the deliber-
ate public act of divestment would 
entangle MIT in a movement whose 
core tactic is large-scale public 
shaming,” read a joint statement 
from Reif, the provost, the vice 
president for research, the chancel-
lor, and the executive vice president 

Students meet to discuss dorm 
to be built in storage warehouse
Small windows, historic white lettering will remain intact

By emma Bingham
staff reporter

On Monday, the Dormitory 
Council held a meeting about the 
current architectural plans for 
turning the Metropolitan Storage 
Warehouse on Mass. Ave. into an 
undergraduate dorm. The organi-
zation’s executives discussed the 
dorm’s proposed layout, addressed 
student concerns, and requested 
additional ideas.

How to bring natural light into 
the dorm was the first issue to be 
discussed. The facade of the ware-
house cannot be changed for his-
torical reasons, meaning both the 

small windows and the large let-
tering on the side will remain. So, 
in order to allow sunlight in, the 
architectural plans include a fea-
ture called “light wells.” These are 
13-to-15-foot-wide enclosed glass 
shafts that stretch all the way from 
the ground floor to the roof, allow-
ing sunlight in. According to the 
current plans, residential rooms 
will each have one entire wall fac-
ing into a light well.

The second through fifth floors 
of the dorm will be mostly residen-
tial space. Residential floors will 
be split into suites composed of 
singles, doubles, triples, and quads, 
with about 10 students living in a 

suite. Each suite will have its own 
lounge. The hallways will be wide 
enough that they will be called 
“atriums” and will be able to hold 
furniture. The dorm will house 416 
students total.

Besides residential space, the 
dorm will include a dining hall, 
currently split between the third 
and fourth floors (with a servery 
on the third floor and seating on 
the fourth), a makerspace, a pub-
lic study space, retail space (such 
as a bookstore or a cafe), a theater, 
a gym, bike storage, presentation 
spaces, and possibly other ame-

danieL Mirny—the tech

The Metropolitan Storage Warehouse�

By scott perry

By a wide margin, John S. Brown 
’19 was elected president of the class 
of 2019 last week. Trevor L. McMi-
chael ’19 was elected vice president.

Allison Fu ’19 and Allison L. 
Nguyen ’19 became social chairs, 
Muhammad E. Eltahir ’19 and Sarah 
J. Wu ’19 became publicity chairs, 
Emily C. Cimmino ’19 became sec-
retary, and Alexa K. Martin ’19 be-
came treasurer.

In stark contrast to the hair-thin 
margins seen in last year’s elec-
tions, the victories this year were 
rather lopsided with all winning 
candidates finishing with comfort-
able double-digit leads. Four of the 
six positions were won by a margin 
of over 100 votes (two of those elec-
tions were uncontested).

Voter turnout dropped slight-
ly from 55 percent to 50 percent, 
though it is still up from 2013 when 

45 percent of freshmen voted.
Campaigns this year distributed 

copious volumes of candy to fresh-
men and participated in extensive 
postering as candidates tried to gain 
name recognition on campus. Social 
media also played a large role in the 
campaigns.

Face-to-face time still had a part, 
too. “It’s important for people to be 
familiar with you,” Brown, the presi-
dential victor, said.

Since the election takes place in 
the thick of the school year, cam-
paigning is a challenge for candi-
dates. The problem is exacerbated 
by the fact that they have not yet had 
a chance to get acclimated to cam-
pus and meet fellow freshmen.

“I kind of wish they would push 
elections back a little so that peo-
ple would have a little more time 
to meet each other,” Brown said. 

Class council election 
had posters, free candy, 
and strong victor in end
New 2019 class president: elections take 
place too soon after students arrive at MIT

Climate change, Page 14

Dorm, Page 3

election, Page 3
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By Colin thackray
sTaff meTeoroLogisT

There will be a lot of variability 
in Cambridge’s weather through the 
weekend as we experience a few dif-
ferent frontal passages. A warm front 
passing through will bring very warm 
weather this afternoon, with the high 
reaching into the low 70s °F. The 
warmth will be short-lived, however, 
as a cold front moves through tomor-
row, dropping the high down to the 
mid 50s °F and the overnight low to 
around freezing. There is a chance 
of rain this evening and the possibly 
more rain on Sunday.

For those wondering what win-
ter might be like this year, NOAA’s 
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration) winter outlook sug-
gests that in New England, winter 
temperatures will more likely than 
not be above the average of the last 
30 years. The same projection por-
tends higher-than-average precipi-
tation amounts, but that could still 
seem light to us after the experience 
of last winter. Due to the predicted 
strong El Nino, this winter should 
supply at least some drought relief to 
California.

Up and down 
end-of-week 
weather
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Situation for Noon eastern time, thursday, October 22, 2015

extended Forecast
today: Cloudy. Winds 10–15 mph. High of 70°F.
tonight: Clear. Winds 5–10 mph. Low of 44°F.
tomorrow: Clear. High of 55°F. Low of 32°F.
Saturday: Partly cloudy. High of 56°F. Low of 43°F.
Sunday: Chance of rain. High of 60°F. Low of 40°F.

Justine, Course 2
Michelle, Course 3

Jiahao, Course 6
Patricia, Course 8
Vivian, Course 9
Amy, Course 10

Vince, Course 12
Fiona, Course 14

A sampling of people youʼll meet 
during a typical dinner at The Tech:

Weʼre everywhere! 

Lenny, Course 16
Katherine, Course 17

Claire, Course 18
Jack, Course 19
Tara, Course 20

Mirny, Course 21
Karleigh, CMS

Alex, Course 22

join@tech.mit.edu
W20-483, 617-253-1541
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FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND HOW TO APPLY:
MISTI.MIT.EDU/MIT-CHINA

MIT-CHINA@MIT.EDU

For more information on the initiative and STL Lab:    

ALL EXPENSES PAID | APPLICATION DUE DEC 1
SUMMER 2016 INTERNSHIPS

EXCHANGE INITIATIVE
THE STL-MISTI CHINA
Socially Responsible Real Estate Entrepreneurship and Urbanization

phtographed by Ioan Sameli

SIX SCHOOLS
Hosting camps across China in 
Chengdu, Wuhan, Fuzhou, etc

TWO TEAMS
of MISTI students from various

academic backgrounds

SIX WEEKS
of summer exchange on real estate 
entrepreneurship & urbanization

This space donated by The Tech

Priscilla King Gray Public Service Center

Funded PSC 
Fellow

ships &
 

Internships

Grads & undergrads:
 > Partner with a community 
organization

 > Intern with a nonprofit
 > Launch your social enterprise

Questions?
Email Alison at hynd@mit.edu.

More info: web.mit.edu/mitpsc

Apply by 
Fri, Oct 23, 12 pm

Solution to Lights
from page 13

Solution to Monday
from page 12

“Most freshmen haven’t even seen 
many of the candidates in per-
son.” Brown also mentioned that 
the rigor of MIT coursework made 
finding time to campaign difficult.

Candidates still made sure to 
share their platforms and goals 
for the future. Social chair Allison 
Nguyen had a plethora of ideas for 
events she wanted to bring to cam-
pus “from cross-college mixers be-
tween MIT and Harvard, to a Ca-
sino Night, to a block concert with 
cool artists.” She emphasized that 

she intended to “bring something 
different to campus” and listen to 
what the freshman class wants and 
make it a reality.

Brown also shared details 
about what he wants to see change 

in the future. In addition to study 
breaks and intercollegiate mixers, 
he also wants to focus on more 
high-level issues like bringing the 
campus as a whole closer together. 
Brown said he made a point of 
communicating his goals specifi-
cally enough to be held account-
able to voters.

Brown said that some of the 
more serious issues MIT faces in-
clude problems like sleep depri-
vation and isolation. He said that 
carefully considering the causes of 
these problems could help solve 
them.

nities. The sixth floor will be sur-
rounded by glass, with a view of 
the Boston skyline. The presence of 
the dining hall will likely mean that 
students living in the dorm will be 
required to buy a meal plan, since 
that is the current rule for din-
ing hall dorms, although it “hasn’t 
been discussed” yet, according to 
DormCon vice president Caitlin A. 
Heber ’16.

Security was another concern. 
In the current plans, there will be 
both a resident entrance and a pub-
lic entrance on the first floor. The 
security desk will be just inside the 
public entrance. There will be pub-
lic elevators that go to the dining 
floors and the sixth floor. There will 
also be private elevators for resi-
dents. DormCon representatives 
are pushing for the private elevators 
not to require card access in order 
to better facilitate visitors to the 
residential floors.

Students at the Monday meet-
ing expressed a variety of additional 
concerns. How might the architec-
ture influence the way floor or suite 
cultures develop? Will there be 
enough lounge space, and what will 
the best locations for such spaces 
be? Also, will the laundry room be 
big enough? Will security processes 
flow smoothly? Are the elevators 
and stairs in convenient places? 
How accessible will the makerspace 
be?

The plans are still very much 
in flux, according to DormCon 
president Yonadav G. Shavit ’16. 
DormCon is looking for input from 
students as to the layout and the us-
age of various spaces in the dorm. 
Additional meetings will be held in 
every dorm on campus over the next 
two weeks. Heber said that they are 
also looking for another member, 
“ideally a freshman or sophomore,” 
for the student committee in charge 
of advising the architects and MIT 
Facilities about the new dorm.

Candidates pledge to listen 
to ideas, remain accountable 
Social chair: study breaks, mixers in 2019s’ future

Class president: 
Sleep deprivation 
and isolation are 
among serious 
issues at MIT.

Dorm will have a 
dining hall, will be 
built to suit security
Light wells to supplement small 
windows in Met. Storage building
Dorm, from Page 1

Election, from Page 1
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Why bike across America?
The rewards of spending two months on a bicycle

By Drew Bent
Staff Writer

This is the first article in a two-part series 
about a biking/teaching adventure across 
america. Part One describes what a 3,000-
mile bike trip feels like and why a sane per-
son would ever willingly embark on one.

Sweat drips from my face while my 
mind verges on delirious. Ahead are 30 
miles of Nevada desert, and boy is it flat … 
and bare … and dry.

A loud boom goes off, echoing through-
out the valley. Was it a bomb? It’s probably 
from the nearby army base, but my adrena-
line surges nonetheless.

I readjust my spandex shorts and hop 
back onto the saddle of the bike following 
a quick hydration stop. My legs have finally 
warmed up after 20 miles of biking — my 
behind, not so much. As the sun emerges, 
the desert flips a switch and the morning 
chills are replaced with a fiery heat. I can 
almost feel my tan lines becoming sharper.

Today’s destination: Sand Mountain. Or 
is it? The team’s plan was to bike 90 miles to 
a campsite near some sand dunes. Halfway 
there, though, I get word that Sand Moun-
tain is just that: a sand mountain. And only 
that. I guess you could call it a bring-your-
own-water, bring-your-own-awning type 
of arrangement. Except for two latrines, the 
place is just white Nevada sand. Since end-
ing a long biking day in the desert with no 
protection from the sun doesn’t sound so 
pleasant, we pass. We’ll have to make our 
way to the next town.

The day has just turned into a 115-mile 
bike ride through one of Nevada’s hot-

test regions on America’s loneliest road, 
Highway 50, in the middle of the summer. 
Some might balk at such a notion, but I re-
mind myself of the only alternative: Sand 
Mountain.

This is Day 61, and along with six other 
college students, I am so close to finishing 
our cross-country trip from Washington, 
D.C. to San Francisco. It’s as if the salt flats 
of Nevada are a teaser to the approaching 
seawater.

Biking, teaching, biking, teaching. 
This is what we spent our summer doing. 
Through a student-run program called 
Spokes America, we biked across the coun-
try and taught science and engineering to 

K-12 students along the way. This wasn’t 
your typical science class, though. This was 
rockets, robots, and programming. Stu-
dents built everything by themselves. 

The teaching part may make sense to 
you — of course, students across America 
could use some new approaches to engi-
neering to help them in their future careers. 
(Or maybe it doesn’t make sense, in which 
case you should definitely read part two 
of this series.) But why in the world would 
someone bike across the country and sub-
mit himself or herself to such suffering?

I think it can be distilled to one innate 
human yearning: the desire to explore. 
It sent Columbus towards the edge of the 
world. It sent the Soviets and U.S. towards 
the celestial bodies. It sent American colo-
nists out west.

There is something special about enter-
ing a new land, a new environment, and 
a new community — especially when the 
transformations seemingly take place in 

slow motion.
On our trip, we often forgot exactly 

when those plains turned into mountains, 
but we knew we were there. There was a 
sense of continuity — that the wheel spins 
we’d taken connected those remote areas 
to one another. When you fly, drive, or take 
the train, you pass over regions without 
much thought. That’s because you spend 
a disproportionate amount of time at your 
starting point and destination, while skip-
ping everything in between. A cross-coun-
try touring trip is the exact opposite. We 
split our time equally between everywhere, 
whether it was the nation’s capital, a big-
time city, a desert, or a town of 80 people.

Throughout these varied places, we pri-
marily did three things: we met people, we 
overcame obstacles, and we explored new 
environments.

The people we met told us many inter-
esting things, but their actions are what 
we’ll most remember them for. In Wichita, 
Kansas, a police officer found me lost on 
the Interstate and blocked a lane so that I 
could make it past an overpass where the 
bike lane had disappeared. In Missouri’s 
Ozarks, a self-made businessman hosted 
our team overnight and brought the mayor 
of his town to meet us. He tried to connect 
us with his Amish friends for a place to stay 
the next night, but when that fell through, 
he treated us to two motel rooms instead.

We met an eastern Colorado pastor 
whose pastime was programming for the 
Commodore 64; a middle-aged woman 
who had biked across the country three 
times (spurring her self-proclaimed couch 
potato husband to hike 9,000 miles in his 
’60s); and a man who owned well over a 
hundred bikes.

Many of these people cooked for us, 
cared for us, and opened up their homes to 
us. Their kindness was unbelievable. While 
everyone is likely capable of such kindness, 
it’s not something that is always present in 
the hustle and bustle of an urban environ-
ment. When you bike across the country, 

though, you’re forced to submit yourself 
to the vulnerabilities of living on the road 
with your bike as your home. People recog-
nize these vulnerabilities, and they reach 
out in incredible ways.

Even with people’s help, though, we 
faced an abundance of challenges. At times, 
our destination seemed beyond reach. We 
were met with flooded roads, flat tires (too 
many to count), and multiple hospital vis-
its. It was in times like these that we made 
use of our resourcefulness and grit, traits 
that are — fortunately — hidden inside all 
of us. When our only option was to seek out 
alternatives, we sought out alternatives just 
like anyone else would.

A frequent challenge we faced was 
planning our route. While much of our bik-
ing was indeed on two-lane highways for 
50 miles at a time, navigation in urban ar-
eas proved tricky. By the time we arrived in 
Lodi, California, we had to bike on a road 
with such a dilapidated shoulder that pre-
vious bikers had literally destroyed their 
bikes attempting it.

The family that had hosted us the night 
before kindly offered a detour that kept us 
off the treacherous road for 20 miles, but 
we still met all sorts of obstacles, including 
ending up on the wrong side of the Sacra-
mento River, being forced off the road by 
semi trucks, and having to cross an eight-
lane freeway (it was safer than Frogger). We 
may have added a few miles here and there 
and unnerved ourselves at times, but we 
made it safely in the end. 

Then there were the environments that 
reminded us just how geographically di-
verse the United States are. In Kentucky, 
we walked through the world’s longest 
network of caves (just not all 405 miles of 
them!) In Colorado, we climbed to over 
10,000 feet above sea level in the Rockies 
on our bikes. In Utah, we touched a gigantic 
wall of naturally embedded dinosaur fos-
sils. In Nevada, well, we saw lots of desert.

There’s also a whole lot of land that 
Earth has dedicated to transitioning be-
tween these landmarks. We got to see that 
as well.

Sometimes we’d be biking along Mis-
souri’s lush rolling hills when colossal rain-
storms fell upon us, and we’d make a bee-
line for the closest tree or porch. It was in 
times like these that farmers, more aware 
of their climate than anyone, would offer a 
helping hand: maybe some iced tea or sim-
ply protection from the drenching rain.

One thing is clear: biking across the U.S. 
brings out the best in people and those 
around them. Whether it’s through the 
people you met, obstacles you navigate, or 
places you see, a cross-country adventure 
is the perfect environment for observing 
humanity and the country at its finest.

So, although it may have been the desire 
for adventure that brought us to start such 
a journey, it was witnessing humanity at its 
best that will keep us hungry for another 
go. We seven are done with the cross-coun-
try biking for now, but somehow I know 
this won’t be our last adventure.

In Wichita, Kansas, a police officer found me 
lost on the Interstate and blocked a lane so that 
I could make it past an overpass where the bike 
lane had disappeared.

The morning chills are 
replaced with a fiery 
heat, and I can almost 
feel my tan lines 
becoming sharper.

dreW bent—the tech

The view from a bike as the team left Denver and approached the Rockies.

It’s Dangerous to Go Alone!

Take This.
join@tech.mit.edu
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By Nafisa syed and Mengyuan sun

If you are a frequent reader of the com-
ics section of The Tech, you’ll be familiar 
with Piled Higher and Deeper, the home 
of the chocolate-loving Cecilia, the consis-
tently unproductive Mike Slackenerny, and 
our lovable, flawed, and forever lost-in-
purpose Nameless Hero. These slice-of-life 
comics portray the unfortunate (for them) 
but hilarious (for us) day-to-day struggles 
of graduate students. A live-action film 
adapted from Jorge Cham’s PhD Com-
ics, The PhD Movie 2 follows the paths of 
Winston, the Nameless Hero who is finally 
graced with a name, and Cecilia. 

Winston is en route to his first research 
conference with the possibly fatal mission 
of presenting the culmination of four years 
of research to the grant-makers. The grant-
grubbing, pretentious attitude of Winston’s 
rival research group is a caricature of an 
unfortunately true situation in science. 

Cecilia is faced with writing and defend-
ing her thesis in a matter of months, since 
her professor spontaneously decided to go 
on sabbatical. In the wake of all her stress, 
she resorts to various stashes of chocolate 
for nearly every situation. Her wonderfully 

rendered collection ranges from “emer-
gency chocolate” to “mom is calling choco-
late.” Cecilia’s frantic fits of cleaning in an 
attempt to delay working on her thesis are 
all too familiar.

 The struggles of the characters are ex-
tremely relatable for anyone who has been 
a student — even as undergraduates, we 
were still cringing and laughing during the 
showing because the things we were laugh-
ing at were the same things we encounter 
in life--all those little inner struggles that 
occur at 2 a.m. in the morning when your 
essay is due but all you really want to do 
is read more random articles about things 
unrelated to that essay and, wow, did you 
go through a whole bag of chips?

Although the film takes a slightly cynical 
look at the difficulties of being a PhD stu-
dent and the world of research, as a whole 
it treats graduate student life positively. For 
Cecilia and Winston, their sacrifices and 
difficulties are worth doing what they love 
in research and serve to enrich the their ex-
periences. In a slightly sappy inspirational 
sequence, the esteemed researchers in the 
film serve as advisors to Cecilia and Win-
ston, telling them that research is ultimate-
ly about discovery and bettering the world. 

The jokes woven into the narrative are 
largely successful, but a few fall flat and 
veer into the domain of awkwardness. The 
one-liners at the beginning of the movie 
are especially theatrical — the long pauses 
between lines and undue emphasis and 
diction detracted from the intended jokes. 
However, the puns did pan out further on. 
Statistical and scientific literacy help with 
some of the smaller jokes presented in the 
film, but a vast majority of the jokes are ac-
cessible to students outside of science as 
well. 

The PhD Movie 2 is also stereotype-
heavy, but we would argue that its use of 
stereotypes adds to the humor because it 
emphasizes  the everyday ridiculousness 
of graduate student life. No PhD Movie 
would be complete without Prof. Smith’s 
non-answers and his all-consuming con-
cern for funding as well as Prof. Chu’s 
(Prof. Jones in the comics) technological 
helplessness. The film builds on the ste-
reotypes in order to fully flesh out the main 
characters — once their identities as scien-
tists and researchers are laid out, the film 
proceeds  to challenge the preconceived 
notions that accompany these professions. 

Our major criticism was the out-of-

place, surprise romantic twist. Although 
it was cute and happy, the buildup to-
ward the romance was disjointed, weak, 
and very much seemed like a subplot of a 
subplot. 

The PhD Movie 2 is full of over-the-top 
humor and celebrates the trials of gradu-
ate school life. To fully appreciate the film, 
we would recommend reading the comics 
before watching. The film market for aca-
demia is woefully scarce, but add it to your 
list if you want an hour of laughing at your 
own expense (if you want or are in the pro-
cess of getting a PhD, that is). By the way, 
we are still all for getting a PhD, but don’t 
forget your emergency chocolate.

HHHH✩

The PhD Movie 2:  
Still in Grad School
Directed by Iram Bilal

starring raj Katti, 
Alexandra Lockwood

movie review

if you ever need help procrastinating
PhD Comics’ second movie adaptation is almost too relatable

MIT List Visual Arts Center

listart.mit.edu Building E15, 20 Ames St., Cambridge MA

Rosa Barba: The Color Out of Space
October 23, 2015 - January 3, 2016

Opening Reception:
Thursday, October 22, 6 – 8:00PM

FREE and open to all.

MIT Federal Credit Union Seeks Candidates 
for 2016 Board of Directors Election

Federally insured by NCUA.

Call: 617-253-2845 | Click: mitfcu.org | Visit: Cambridge: 700 Tech. Sq. (NE48); 84 Mass. Ave. (W20-116)

Our members own MIT Federal Credit Union, and with 
that our member-elected, volunteer Board of Directors 
formulate and support decisions with our members’ 
and the MIT Community’s interest at heart.

MIT Federal Credit Union’s nominating committee 
is currently seeking credit union members who 
are interested in serving on the Board of Directors.  
Three 3-year terms and one 2-year term on the board 
will be open for the 2016 election in the spring.

The application deadline is Friday, November 20, 2015.

Visit mitfcu.org/election to learn more about the 
MITFCU Board and director responsibilities. 

The American Institute of Physics’ History Programs invite you to
attend a Lyne Starling Trimble Science Heritage Public Lecture

Presented  by  Professor David  Kaiser
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Museum 
Tuesday, October 27th, 2015
Reception: 6:30 p.m. — Talk: 7:00 p.m.

EINSTEIN’S LEGACY
STUDYING  GRAVITY  IN  WAR  AND  PEACE

Is there anyone you want to shadow for 24 hours?

We’re looking for writers to follow someone around 
for one day and write about it!

 
It’s a great way to make connections on campus!

Join Campus Life @ The Tech!

E-mail join@tech.mit.edu

we’re seeking 
to build our 

forces
join@tech.mit.edu
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By ray Wang
Staff Writer

Steven Spielberg is a man with great re-
spect for history. early in his four-decade ca-
reer, his films were archetypes of Hollywood 
blockbusters — the modern adventure and 
sci-fi genres were built upon Close Encoun-
ters of the Third Kind, Raiders of the Lost 
Ark, and E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial, among 
his other works. He then sojourned into new 
territory, broaching humanistic themes in 
critically acclaimed historical dramas. His 
WWii-era portrayals of the struggles of two 
remarkable men in Schindler’s List and Sav-
ing Private Ryan showed that he had the skill 
and tenacity to recreate pivotal events in his-
tory through cinema.

Spielberg now brings the intrigue of the 
Cold War to the big screen in his epic drama, 
Bridge of Spies. The Tech participated in a 
college conference call in which Spielberg dis-
cussed the historical inspiration for his latest 
film, as well as his collaboration with actor 
and longtime friend tom Hanks.

Question: How much of a role do you 
play as an educator when directing histori-
cal fiction?

Steven Spielberg: Well, to begin with, my 
imagination has always been my best friend, 
especially when I was younger and making 
all those early movies … But when I became 
a dad for the first time, life took a very seri-
ous turn. I just became concerned about 
something I was never concerned about, 
which was the future of my children because 
I didn’t [previously] have any children to be 
concerned about.

When I started having kids, it made me 
look ahead, and then that forced me to look 
back ’cause I’ve always loved history. I ex-
celled in history at school — probably not 
much else. I was a good history student and 
I’ve always said to my kids, you can’t go for-
ward unless you know where all of us collec-
tively have been. So I’ve always had this in-
terest in historical subjects, in biographies, 
but I never really turned to that until I got 
serious about being a parent.

Q: What was the most challenging scene 
that you had to film in Bridge of Spies?

SS:  The most challenging [scene] for 

Bridge of Spies, by far, was the scene on the 
Glienicke Bridge. We actually shot on the 
real bridge where the spy swap occurred all 
those many decades ago, and that was the 
most difficult part because I’m faced with 
scenes that must pay off, that must culmi-
nate in the drama of everyone’s stories, es-
pecially on one location which happened 
to be, symbolically, a bridge ... So that was 
a difficult scene, not just because it was so 
cold and we were all freezing, but because 
there was a lot of weight on all of us to make 
that the best scene in the movie.

Q: Given that you’ve been directing for so 
many years, do you feel that there’s some-
thing that you’ve never done before?

SS: Quite often I do a movie like I’ve 
never [done before]. I do a [genre] I’ve never 
done before. I never did anything like Sav-
ing Private ryan before. I never did anything 
like Schindler’s List before. I never made a 
movie like Jaws before or raiders of the Lost 
ark. I mean there were so many movies that, 
for me, were complete firsts. There were 
other movies like the sequels to the adven-
ture movies or the sequels to the dinosaur 
movies that are no less challenging, but the 
originality and concept are not as exciting as 
or as dangerous as the first ones were.

So, I’m more challenged by a genre like 
Bridge of Spies because I’ve never done any-
thing about spies before.

Q:  What makes Hanks a uniquely talent-
ed individual to work with?

SS: I’ve been blessed with some great ac-
tors in my long career and I’ve never really 
had to work with an actor who I was friends 
with first. There was jeopardy for me in get-
ting into the professional world with some-
body who I was very close to in the personal 
world … My company had produced several 
of Tom’s movies in the 1980s, and then Tom 

and I met, but we stopped doing business 
together. We just became good friends. 

So when I made my first movie with Tom, 
Saving Private ryan, we were both a little 
bit nervous.  But we worked together almost 
like we were sharing a brain and it [was] that 
way on the next three films following Saving 
Private ryan. One of the happiest experi-
ences I’ve ever had with Tom was on this last 
film, Bridge of Spies, and it’s simply because 
Tom is an honest actor, which means that 
he doesn’t have to act. If he understands the 
character, he exists in clothing and in the 
persona of that character without having to 
work very hard. 

It doesn’t mean he’s not a hard worker. It 
just means, when Tom knows a character, he 
becomes that person the same way Daniel 
Day Lewis became Abraham Lincoln, and 
I’m just blessed to work with actors like that 
— [who] can completely drop who they are, 
or who we think they are, and become to-
tally different people.

The tech: You have a motif of ordinary 
people being thrown into extraordinary 
circumstances, like Oskar Schindler in 
Schindler’s List and Captain John Miller 
in Saving Private ryan. What draws you to 
these characters?

SS: Well, what draws me to the charac-
ters is the fact that they are all of them un-
accustomed to the jobs they’re doing. Even 
Abraham Lincoln had never run into such a 
divided Congress as we are all experiencing 
[now], and the mission that Captain Miller 
was given [was] to go find some kid whose 
brothers were killed and send him home, 
and that was something he had never expe-
rienced before.

This insurance lawyer, [Donovan], sud-
denly being invited to defend the most un-
popular person of his time in this country, 
Rudolph Abel, and subjecting his family to 
tremendous scrutiny and criticism and even 
danger — all of these stories about charac-
ters experiencing something profound and 
dangerous for the first time really hooks me 
as a filmmaker and makes me want to tell 
those stories.

Q: What was your approach to Bridge of 
Spies in using music?

SS: Well, you know, the music is really 
important. It’s very important to me ‘cause 
I’ve had a 40-year collaboration with the 
great John Williams, and he’s done all of my 
movies except two: The Color Purple and 
this one. He only didn’t do this one because 
he had a slight medical procedure right as 
he was supposed to write  the music, and he 
had to take a seven-week break before com-
ing back to finish the score for J.J. [Abrams] 
on Star Wars. But, I decided not to have any 
music for the first 35 minutes of Bridge of 
Spies, and I rarely do that.

I usually have a lot of wall-to-wall mu-
sic in my movies ’cause I think music tells a 
second story. They really are able to help us 
perform our own emotions. You know, they 
are a really great way of just guiding us emo-
tionally along with the performances and 

the script. So I really used that tool quite of-
ten in my films. I didn’t feel I was gonna use 
that tool even had John scored my movie.

The intention between John and my-
self was not to have music in the first half 
hour of this film. So, when I hired Thomas 
Newman to do the score, he agreed that we 
should see if we can allow New York City 
and the sounds of New York to be the mu-
sical score for the first half hour. I do that 
rarely, but I really enjoyed doing it this time.

Q: Audiences know that the Cold War 
never turned into a real war. As a storyteller, 
how do you keep audiences engaged when 
they know the history?

SS: The second we get involved in a 
movie, we forget all the history, and even 
though we all know that there was never a 
thermonuclear exchange between the So-
viet Union and the United States — other-
wise I wouldn’t have a chance to make this 
movie ’cause none of us would be here — a 
movie casts a spell. All movies cast spells. 
Not just my movies, but every movie casts 
a spell [on] all audiences if they get involved 
enough in the characters and the story. 
They suspend their disbelief, and part of 
that suspension of disbelief means cancel-
ling what you know about what really hap-
pened in the world.

You allow yourself to imagine, “Could 
a third World War result if Donovan’s ne-
gotiations are not successful in retrieving 
Gary Powers from the Soviet Union?” And 
that’s just the magic of audiences and how 
we couldn’t make movies — I couldn’t be 
a storyteller unless I had audiences [allow-
ing] me to tell these stories and accepting 
these stories even though they know what 

really happened in history and we weren’t 
all annihilated.

Q:  How do you manage to keep people’s 
attention without conforming to cookie-
cutter style movies that are becoming big?

SS: Well, sometimes I will conform to it 
like when I produced a movie like Jurassic 
World. We’ll conform, for instance, to the 
first Jurassic Park and design a film which is 
tonally very much like the movie I directed 
in 1993 and sort of trade up on the nostalgic 
factor. But for the most part, I never com-
pare my stories that I’m interested in direct-
ing to movies that are being made today, or 
even [ones] made a hundred years ago.

[Sometimes], a story speaks to me, even 
if it doesn’t speak to any of my collaborators 
or any of my partners, who look at me and 
scratch their heads and say, “Gee, are you 
sure you wanna get into that trench for a 
year and a half?”

I love people challenging me that way 
because it’s a real test about my own con-
victions and [whether] I can be the stand-
ing man of my own life and take a stand on 
a subject that may not be popular, but that 
I would be proud to add to the body of my 
work. That’s pretty much the litmus test that 
gets me to say, “Yeah, I’ll direct that one.”

This interview transcript has been edited 
for brevity and clarity.

“You can’t go forward 
unless you know 
where all of us 
collectively have 
been.”

“These stories about characters experiencing 
something profound and dangerous for the first 
time really hook me as a filmmaker.”

inTerview

The Tech talks to Steven Spielberg
Iconic director speaks about his new movie, Bridge of Spies

DiSney DreamWorkS PiCtureS

tom Hanks and director steven spielberg on the set of Bridge of Spies.

DID YOUR MIT ESSAYS 
GET YOU IN?

The Tech is collecting successful 
application essays (hint: yours!).

Email your pieces to cl@the-tech.mit.edu!
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By ray Wang
Staff writer

The Glienicke Bridge, today a mundane 
cantilever thoroughfare, was once a gate-
way between East and West Berlin, between 
two ideologies opposed for decades on the 
brink of war. Yet, instead of the Glienicke’s 
becoming a Cold War battleground, it was 
a symbol of freedom and diplomacy. At its 
midpoint, high above the Havel River, doz-
ens of captured agents crossed over to their 
countrymen on the other side between 1962 
and 1986. Its four prisoner exchanges be-
tween the Soviets and the West across two 
decades, seminal moments in Cold War his-
tory, gave rise to the Glienicke’s enduring 
alias — the Bridge of Spies. 

Steven Spielberg’s epic drama is the lat-
est in an illustrious film career that spans 
more than four decades, and it feels like 
well-trodden ground for him. He is no 
stranger to depicting pivotal events in his-
tory, and he’s very comfortably in command 
for this entire film.

The lead, James Donovan, played by 

Tom Hanks, finds himself in extraordinary 
circumstances: an insurance lawyer, he’s 
called upon by his country to defend a So-
viet spy and later to negotiate the first Cold 
War prisoner exchange. Donovan, a be-
liever in the unqualified privilege of justice, 
doesn’t take this on lightly. He mounts a sol-
id case against overwhelming odds, fighting 
for the Constitution in his battleground of 
judges and juries.

Hanks and Donovan are really just cut 
from the same cloth, which is what leads 
to Hanks’ convincing performance. They’re 
both family men, immeasurably kind and 
morally upright, and Spielberg didn’t need 
to think twice about asking Hanks to come 
aboard.

Donovan’s client, the elderly spy Rudolf 
Abel (Mark Rylance), actually achieved 
nothing of significance during his eight 
years of espionage in New York. But after 
he’s captured, he has the whole panic-
stricken country clamoring for his head.

Rylance, a three-time Tony winner, 
brings charisma and humanity to a chal-
lenging character. Though Abel was the 

most hated man in America, he nevertheless 
elicits the most respect from the audience. 
He’s a soldier, and behind enemy lines, he is 
unflinching in his commitment to his moth-
er country. Abel and Donovan reflect each 
other, and their unbreakable characters are 
drawn to each other in a genuine friendship. 
As Donovan commits to continuing to fight 
for his client, Abel calls Donovan a “stand-
ing man,” one who remains upright against 
ever-stronger blows. Abel, though himself 
physically and verbally feeble, is steely in 
his resolve.

But, for Bridge of Spies, screenplay is 
a fraction of a whole. The Coen brothers’ 
script fully comes to life through Spielberg’s 
hallmark directing.

Spielberg’s use of light and shadow is 
particularly breathtaking. Lighting fre-
quently washes out scenes, turning human 
profiles into dark silhouettes. Spielberg has 
done this throughout his career, but never 
more prominently than in Bridge of Spies, 
where light is amplified to give a surreal 
sensation to mundane surroundings. 

Another trademark is his creative use of 
mirrors and reflections — to create a unique 
self-portrait of a character, as in the opening 
sequence with Abel, or to capture another 
piece of the scene in a visually distinctive 
way. It’s thrilling to see Spielberg at his film-
making apex, when his years of dedication 
have solidified into consistently beautiful 
camerawork in collaboration with long-
time friend and cinematographer Janusz 
Kaminski.

Spielberg’s brilliance is in his preci-
sion at conveying the nuance of conversa-
tion to the audience. What’s daunting for 
even the most prolific directors? Compos-
ing and framing lengthy conversations for 
the purpose of advancing the plot, while 
keeping the audience fully engaged. But it 
takes more than experience to create the 
ambience that Spielberg does. One-on-one 
conversation occupies half of the film, yet 
you hardly have a second to drift off. Each 
exchange is a chess game — who wins, who 
loses, who gains ground, who concedes? It’s 
Spielberg’s framing of the shot that provides 
these clues.

Take, for example, Donovan’s introduc-
tion. We encounter him sitting on a plush 

couch in a lavish parlor, a lamp by his side 
as soft jazz plays in the background. Sym-
metrically opposite him is his verbal foe, 
another insurance lawyer. Everything about 
the shot is immaculate: how Donovan 
quickly displays his linguistic prowess, how 
the camera angles show he has the upper 
hand. This one scene sets the stage perfectly 
for an entire film about a war fought in con-
versation, with information and words rath-
er than weapons. 

Again, later in the film, as Donovan 
meets with Abel after the trial has ended, 
one shot tells us so much. Peering into the 
sparse, concrete cell where the two dark 
profiles are seated against a blinding back-
drop of sunlight, the camera lingers behind 
a three-paned window. Donovan is framed 
in the right pane, Abel in the left, and stark 
void in the center. Though they’ve gained a 
victory, there is little sense of relief in the 
space that hangs between them. Foreshad-
owing the tense events to take place in Ber-
lin in the latter half of the film, the American 
and the Soviet know that there is no chance 
of rest in this turbulent era.

Bridge of Spies, an Oscar-contender be-
fore it even hit theaters, is reliably outstand-
ing on all fronts and manifestly imprinted 
with Spielberg’s trademarks. Adding to his 
impressive repertoire of historical dramas, 
Spielberg again captures another era for 
modern audiences. But, as his audience 
has come to expect such flawless work from 
Spielberg over the years, it remains to be 
seen where he can go to break new ground.

HHHHH

Bridge of Spies
Directed by steven 
spielberg

starring tom Hanks, Mark 
rylance

rated PG-13

Now Playing

By Aleksandra stankovic

It is undeniable that Steve Jobs, through 
the technical innovations he spearheaded as 
the head of Apple Inc., profoundly impact-
ed the way we relate to our machines and, 
through them, to each other.

Since his death in 2011, he has become an 
object of cultural fixation, coalescing debates 
on the ethics of genius and the morality of 
creativity in business. Accounts of his per-
sonal life and his contradictory nature in re-
lationships continue to fascinate: how could 
a man so pivotal in forging the emotional at-
tachment between humans and their digital 
devices have had so much trouble navigating 
emotional attachments of his own?

Eschewing the traditional narrative struc-
ture of conventional biopics, Steve Jobs, the 
film, offers an evocative portrait of its name-
sake. The film is not the first attempt to ex-
plore the complex character of Steve Jobs on 
screen, following on Alex Gibney level-hand-
ed 2015 documentary Steve Jobs: The Man in 
the Machine and 2013’s poorly received Jobs 
starring Ashton Kutcher. It is, however, the 
most formally audacious.

Elliptically covering 30 years of Jobs’ per-
sonal history, as well as the evolution of per-
sonal computing, the formal structure of the 
film is driven by repetition and parallelism. 
The movie is divided into three acts, each 
transpiring backstage in the minutes before a 
key product launch: the 1984 Macintosh un-
veiling; the debut of the educational comput-
er company NeXT in 1988; and the premiere 
of the iMac in 1998, after Jobs’ triumphant 
return to Apple. 

Each segments roughly follow the same 
format, revealing the conversations between 
Jobs and the same group of characters across 

each time period — Joanna Hoffman (Kate 
Winslet), his devoted head of marketing; Jobs’ 
eldest daughter, Lisa (played at various ages 
by Perla Haney-Jardine, Ripley Sobo, and 
Makenzie Moss); Apple co-founder Steven 
Wozniak (Seth Rogan); and Apple CEO John 
Sculley (Jeff Daniels).

Given that the majority of the film takes 
place inside closed rooms, with wordy ex-
changes between a small cast of characters 
constituting the story in place of action or 
plotting, the movie can feel quite stagey. This 
is probably a testament to the theatrical sen-
sibilities of screenwriter Aaron Sorkin (a few 
Good Men, The Social Network, and TV’s The 
west wing and The Newsroom), here working 
broadly from Walter Isaacson’s authorized 
Jobs biography. Frenetic and dialogue-heavy, 
the script is, classically and quintessentially, 
Sorkinesque, with lots of walking and talk-
ing and fast-paced verbal sparring. Real peo-
ple don’t talk like this — this cleverly or this 
quickly — but the film sure makes you wish 
they did.

Sorkin’s script is well partnered with 
Danny Boyle’s strong direction. The movie 
may initially seem like something of a stylis-
tic departure for Boyle, whose films tend to be 
visceral and kinetic (trainspotting, Slumdog 
Millionaire, 127 Hours), but the action has 
been replaced by rapid dialogue, the quick 
cutting substituted by the fast rhythms of lan-
guage, and some familiar visual flourishes still 
emerge.

 In the various press surrounding the film, 
Boyle has repeatedly made clear that his film is 
not meant to be a representational biopic, but 
rather a subjective portrait. To this extent, it 
doesn’t matter that Fassbender doesn’t physi-
cally resemble Jobs, or that Winslet’s charac-
ter is more a composite of several women in 

Jobs’ life. The actors portray their roles terrifi-
cally, with grace and restraint. As the scenes 
build on one another, the characters become 
metaphoric, familial archetypes: Winslet’s 
character refers to herself as Jobs’ “work-wife,” 
Daniels’ character is explicitly referenced as 
Jobs’ “father figure,” and clear fraternal lines 
are drawn between Jobs and Wozniak, who 
represent opposing ideological perspectives 
on the democratization of computing (closed 
end-to-end control in the design process ver-
sus an anarchical, user-driven customization, 
respectively).

Midway through the film, a young Lisa 
mentions to her father that she’s listening to 
different versions of the same song on her 
Walkman. And that perhaps best describes 
the structure of the film itself, and also per-
haps our collective fixation on telling, and re-
telling, the Steve Jobs story — a repetition of 
our frustrated connection with this public fig-
ure whose vision has shaped much of the way 

we interact with technology, each other, and 
ourselves. Intimate yet unknowable. Close yet 
separated. Like trying to connect with some-
one through a computer screen.

HHHH✩

Steve Jobs
Directed by Danny Boyle

starring Michael Fassbender, 
Kate Winslet, Jeff Daniels, 
seth rogan 

rated r

Now Playing

Movie review

Framed in conversation: Bridge of Spies
A historical drama that’s classic Spielberg, from characters to camera

Movie review

A visionary icon, closed end-to-end
Michael Fassbender stars in a formally innovative portrait of Steve Jobs

fraNçoiS DuHaMel

Steve Jobs (Michael Fassbender) and Steve Wozniak (Seth Rogen) in Steve Jobs.

DiSNey DreaMworkS PictureS

tom Hanks stars in Bridge of Spies.
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Old SKOOl
Sigma Kappa hosted Late Night on Sunday, Oc-
tober 18. This year’s theme of Old School saw 
groups throwing back to the 70s, 80s, and be-
yond. The event was a part of their philanthropy 
efforts and all proceeds went to Sigma Kappa 
Foundation, supporting Alzheimer’s and Geron-
tology and the Maine Sea Coast Mission.

Photography by Lenny Martinez
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Photography by Lenny Martinez

Head of tHe CHarles 
regatta 2015
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CONSIDERING LAW SCHOOL?

GAIN AN EDGE BY ATTENDING
AN LSAC LAW SCHOOL FORUM!
• Attend workshops not available anywhere else
• Chat with representatives from over 150 law schools
• Resolve all your application-process questions in 

one place
• ... all of this and more, for free!

LSAC.org

Visit www.lsac.org/2015forums/boston.html for information!

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29, 2015
12:00 PM-7:00 PM

    Renaissance Boston Waterfront
    606 Congress Street, Boston, MA 02210

BOSTON
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[1592] Overthinking

On the other hand, it took us embarrassingly long to clue in to the lung cancer/cigarette thing, so I guess the real lesson is 
“figuring out which ideas are true is hard.”

A WEBCOMIC OF ROMANCE,
SARCASM, MATH, AND LANGUAGE

by Randall Munroe

Cena a las Seis
October 24, 2015    Saturday at 6pm

Walker Memorial * 142 Memorial Drive * Cambridge, MA 02139 * RSVP: latino. mit. edu

 From Our Family to Yours
Student

Performances!
*

Latino 
Cuisine!

Sponsored by: LEF, Weekends @ MIT, OME, and the Baker Foundation

De Nuestra Familia a la Suya
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Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains 
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of 
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Math pset
Solution, page 15

7 9 5
5 3 1

5 8 1 4
3 8 4

6 3 2 7
9 4 3

2 8 3 6
1 2 9

8 6 3

Physics pset
Solution, page 15

12× 360×

48× 5

12× 30×

21+ 1− 60× 1−

12×

2− 3

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains 
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of 
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Chemistry pset
Solution, page 15

9 6 2 5
1 9

2 7 3 6
5 9 7

9 3 4 7 1
7 5 3

6 7 8 3
5 9

3 1 2 4

Biology pset
Solution, page 15

2÷ 17+

4 144× 6

11+ 90× 1

6× 18×

30× 6 20×

1− 4

See The Lights by Billie Truitt
Solution, page 3

ACROSS
1 Mama’s spouse
5 Backtalk
9 Congressional TV channel
14 GPS recommendations
15 Spill the beans
16 Make amends
17 Abide by
18 Neighborhood
19 Cockpit boss
20 Bring to LIGHT
22 Signs of things to come
23 Radio interference
24 Soybean product in soups
26 Line of stitching
29 Recently
33 Assume the part of
37 Dixieland music
39 India’s continent
40 __ cheese dressing
41 Boat that’s paddled
42 Pie pans
43 Short hit in baseball
44 Waffle cooker
45 Irritable
46 Very popular

48 Give a makeover to
50 Three-layer cookie
52 Accompany
57 Barton of the Red Cross
60 Make LIGHT of
63 “I’ve __ up to here!”
64 Lasso
65 Prefix for physics
66 Astound
67 At any time
68 Hat’s edge
69 Domesticated
70 Religious faction
71 Staircase part

DOWn
1 High school dances
2 Facing the pitcher
3 “__-boo, I see you!”
4 So far
5 Point of view
6 Aviation prefix
7 Whole lot
8 Point of view
9 Finish fittingly
10 LIGHT a fire under

11 Fishing rod
12 Author unknown, for 

short
13 Earns after taxes
21 Smooch
25 Leak slowly
27 Not quite closed
28 Stately home
30 Without a warranty
31 Windshield coloration
32 Not at all difficult
33 Shortened form of a wd.
34 Hint
35 Take care of
36 Give the green LIGHT to
38 Postal district
41 Give as an example
45 Throw lightly
47 Gave a speech
49 Sahara, for instance
51 Folklore monsters
53 Hair untanglers
54 Out in the open
55 Knot again
56 Vagabond
57 Make small talk

58 The Dalai __
59 Eden guy

61 Valentine sentiment
62 Oil cartel initials
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Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of each of the numbers 1–9. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

That HASS paper you forgot about
Solution, page 15

360× 168× 6

96× 378× 10×

1− 16+ 12+ 14+ 7×

2× 8 1− 432× 6×

315× 6

28+ 10× 4× 5−

2 30+ 8×

19+ 24× 216× 13+

5 56×

Monday, At Last by Gail Grabowski
Solution, page 3

ACROSS
1 Star-shaped flower
6 Large family
10 Resorts with hot springs
14 Work very hard
15 Bagel’s center
16 Be patient
17 Woodwind jazz 

instruments
18 Keep __ profile (avoid 

publicity)
19 General’s fighting force
20 Drink garnish
23 Poet’s “before”
24 End result
28 Veterans Day procession
32 Main point
34 Make a mistake
35 Pub beverages
36 __ of measure (pound or 

mile)
37 Be untruthful
38 Totally dissimilar interests
43 “Just as I thought!”
44 Enjoy a book
45 Blend together
46 Periodical, for short

47 “How tough could __?”
48 Deluxe hotel rooms
50 Evaluate
52 Sample of soup
53 Preacher’s talk
60 Club __ (bar mixer)
63 Capital of Italy
64 Nary a soul
65 Aroma
66 Arctic ice sheet
67 Campus dwellings
68 Bit in an apple core
69 Mailed away
70 Sport with clay pigeons

DOWn
1 Office helper: Abbr.
2 Cole __ (cabbage dish)
3 Metered vehicle
4 Nights before holidays
5 Took a break
6 Rub roughly
7 Lounge around
8 Skin-cream ingredient
9 The latest songs
10 Graceful birds
11 Standard golf score

12 Point at the target
13 Pig’s pen
21 Mined rock
22 Decide you will
25 Football headgear
26 “Baltimore” bird
27 Latest fashions
28 Canal country
29 Hawaiian hellos
30 Changes the price of
31 Fireplace residue
32 Tour leader
33 Rural hotel
39 Dublin-born
40 Browses on the Web
41 Chatter
42 2001, in film credits
48 Bro’s sibling
49 Turns topsy-turvy
51 Cyberspace birthday 

greeting
52 Piece of paper
54 Performer’s part
55 “Let’s get going!”
56 Chessboard castle
57 __ or less (approximately)
58 “My treat!”

59 Sparrow’s home
60 Distress signal at sea

61 Poem of praise
62 Female deer
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JOHNNY GANDELSMAN / J.S. BACH
Complete Sonatas and Partitas for Solo Violin

FIRST ANNUAL TERRY AND RICK STONE CONCERT

8:00pm  
Friday, Oct 30 

Kresge Auditorium

FREE WITH MIT ID 
arts.mit.edu/sounding

and treasurer. “This would retard 
rather than encourage the open col-
laboration and ability to hear new 
ideas that are central to our research 
relationships, central to our ability 
to help government and business 
think creatively together, and cen-
tral to our ability to convene and 
inform the thinking of those with 
opposing views.”

Nonetheless, Vice President for 
Research Maria T. Zuber said in an 
interview with The Tech: “We treated 
[the divestment matter] very seri-
ously. We thought very hard about 
whether we should divest from 
something, anything, some things.”

Ultimately, Zuber said, given the 
magnitude of the climate change 
problem, “we came to the conclu-
sion that MIT couldn’t do it alone” 
— that “engaging” industry would 
be key to developing solutions, and 
that “by disengaging, [divestment] 
would hinder our ability to convene 
all of these people at the same table.”

In a press call, both Zuber and 
Reif said they did not know how 
much of MIT’s endowment is in-
vested in fossil fuel companies. The 
decision not to divest was based on 
other factors, they said.

Figures cited by the Boston Globe 
put investments in fossil fuel com-
panies at about 5 percent of MIT’s 
portfolio.

Among the MIT’s Climate 
Change Conversation Committee 
formed last year, a three-quarter 
majority supported targeted divest-
ment from companies whose op-
erations are “least compatible with 
mitigating climate change,” includ-

ing coal and tar sands companies. 
Stanford announced last year that 
it would divest from coal-mining 
companies.

Yet coal companies “ought to be 
at the table” too, Zuber said, though 
MIT does not currently partner with 
coal companies. “We have a better 
chance of engaging them by not di-
vesting than by divesting.”

Fossil Free MIT, a student group 
advocating for divestment from 
fossil fuel companies, was dissatis-
fied with the decision not to divest. 
The group’s press release said of the 
plan: “It’s too little, too late.”

A week before the announce-
ment, FFMIT member Geoffrey 
Supran told The Tech that “it would 
be a travesty if MIT were to fail to do 
all that it could to rise to the climate 
challenge — including divestment 
 — because it was held financially 
hostage by the fossil fuel industry,” 
adding that “such a failure would 
itself evidence the stranglehold that 
these companies have on climate 
leadership.”

“At the end of the day, we got 
completely ignored without any 
forewarning,” Supran told the As-
sociated Press on Wednesday. “Our 
sense is that essentially MIT has put 
money before morals and its stu-

dents’ futures.”

New sponsored research in 
environment and energy

The core of MIT’s climate ac-
tion plan will be coordinated by the 
Environmental Solutions Initiative 
(ESI) and the MIT Energy Initiative 
(MITEI).

ESI will support research on the 
science behind climate change as 
well as strategies for adapting to its 
impact. The ESI announced a new 
director, John E. Fernandez ’85, on 
Monday.

And through MITEI, MIT said it 
will seek $8 million — every year for 
five years — from a “diverse group 
of companies” to fund each of eight 
new research centers for low-car-
bon energy.

The first five centers will be the 
Solar Center; the Center for Energy 
Storage; the Center for Materials for 
Energy and Extreme Environments; 
the Center for Carbon Capture, Use 
and Sequestration; and the Nuclear 
Energy Center.

The plan to bring in more than 
$300 million for these centers builds 
on the growth of the MITEI, which 
has attracted funding commit-
ments totaling $600 million since its 
founding in 2006, according to MIT.

The joint statement sought to 
highlight MIT’s “history of engage-
ment” with industry and govern-
ment. “Fossil fuel companies have 
consistently been among our most 
productive research partners,” the 
statement said.

Currently, MITEI’s top sponsors 
are oil and gas companies BP, Eni, 
ExxonMobil, Saudi Aramco, and 
Shell.

The new centers will also seek 
support from “firms from the de-
veloping world unfamiliar with aca-
demic collaboration” — companies 
that might not otherwise have the 
resources to contribute to a univer-
sity research program like MITEI, 
which has minimum requirements 
for sponsor membership.

“Their voices are extremely im-
portant,” Zuber said. “Any solution 
has to take into account both the de-
veloped world … and the developing 
world, that wants to develop energy 
systems to have economic growth 
and a better standard of living.”

Sustainability on campus
The report includes plans for 

improving campus sustainability by 
ending the use of fuel on campus by 
2019 and reducing campus green-
house gas emissions by 32 percent 
by 2030.

A plan for “carbon shadow 
pricing” will also go into effect on 
campus to experiment with the 
effects that accounting for car-
bon costs would have on Institute 
decision-making. 

“I was really surprised that we 
had a pretty strong consensus for 
carbon pricing,” Zuber said. “It’s 
very complicated to put a price on 
carbon on our campus operations, 
so we decided we would practice 
by trying to carry a price for carbon 
on the major things, and that would 
factor into our decision making as 
far as renovation goes.” 

She added: “We were very sensi-
tive to the fact that some people, to 
do their research, might take more 
energy. If someone lives in an older 
dorm, we don’t want to penalize 

them for living in an older dorm.”
On-campus carbon pricing also 

emphasizes personal responsibil-
ity — which Zuber says was part of 
Reif’s intention.

“[Reif ] is very big on personal re-
sponsibility,” she said. “Don’t go tell 
MIT what they should do — what 
are you going to do? He’s really ask-
ing all of us this question of what are 
we going to do.”

Ultimately, Reif said, the report 
makes a call to the whole of the MIT 
community. “If we can all work to-
gether and work with others, we 
can say with a great deal of pride 
some decades from now, that we 
were able to start something that 
solved the problem. So this is really 
a call for all of us to work together 
to implement this plan to solve the 
problem.” 

we don’t want to penalize them 
for living in an older dorm.”

On-campus carbon pricing also 
emphasizes personal responsibil-
ity — which Zuber says was part of 
Reif’s intention.

“[Reif ] is very big on personal re-
sponsibility,” she said. “Don’t go tell 
MIT what they should do — what 
are you going to do? He’s really ask-
ing all of us this question of what are 
we going to do.”

Ultimately, Reif said, the report 
makes a call to the whole of the MIT 
community. “If we can all work to-
gether and work with others, we 
can say with a great deal of pride 
some decades from now, that we 
were able to start something that 
solved the problem. So this is really 
a call for all of us to work together 
to implement this plan to solve the 
problem.”

MIT announces broad climate change ‘action plan’

Zuber said MIT 
must ‘engage’ 
industry: ‘We came 
to the conclusion 
that MIT couldn’t 
do it alone.’

Climate change, from Page 1

Are you a font fiend? Do you like making presentations shine? 

The Production Department of The Tech might be just the place for you!

We’re looking for people to help us design infographics to highlight writers’ content!

E-mail join@tech.mit.edu
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Solution to Biology
from page 12

6 3 5 4 1 2
4 1 3 2 5 6
5 2 4 3 6 1
1 4 6 5 2 3
2 5 1 6 3 4
3 6 2 1 4 5

Solution to Physics
from page 12

2 1 5 6 3 4
3 2 6 1 4 5
4 3 1 2 5 6
6 5 3 4 1 2
5 4 2 3 6 1
1 6 4 5 2 3

Solution to Chemistry
from page 12

9 6 3 8 2 1 4 5 7
4 5 1 7 9 6 2 8 3
8 2 7 4 3 5 1 9 6
3 4 5 1 8 9 6 7 2
2 9 6 3 4 7 5 1 8
1 7 8 5 6 2 3 4 9
6 1 2 9 7 4 8 3 5
7 8 4 2 5 3 9 6 1
5 3 9 6 1 8 7 2 4

Solution to Math
from page 12

6 1 3 4 7 8 9 5 2
7 4 2 5 9 3 1 6 8
5 9 8 6 2 1 7 3 4
3 2 7 9 8 6 4 1 5
1 6 4 3 5 2 8 7 9
8 5 9 1 4 7 6 2 3
2 7 5 8 1 4 3 9 6
4 3 1 2 6 9 5 8 7
9 8 6 7 3 5 2 4 1

MIT’s First Energy Hackathon!
The Energy Hackathon is a chance to work on 

problems posed by companies and experts in the
energy �eld in a team hackathon and makeathon 
style. This is �rst Energy Hackathon at MIT and a 

great opportunity for undergraduate and graduate 
students interested in energy to come together and 
solve problems. Registration is open to undergradu-

ates from any college.

Di�erent energy related companies, government 
o�cials and faculty will be present during the

hackathon to present workshops and watch hackers 
solve the problems . Hackers choose from three 

tracks: energy access, energy e�ciency and energy 
waste.

The event will start on Friday, November 13th in 
room 10-250 at 6:00 p.m. and end the afternoon of 
the 15th. Registration entitles hackers entry to an 

initial mixer Friday and food over the weekend. 
Materials will be provided.

To sign up for the MIT Energy Hackathon, visit 
energyhack.mit.edu when registration opens.

Numbers are limited, so sign up soon!
Come meet and work with your peers who want to 

secure our energy future!
Choose a team!
Choose a track!

Change the world!
Registration will open soon, so don’t miss out!

For more details, visit energyhackathon.mit.edu or 
join the MIT Energy Hackathon Facebook page.

Solution to HASS
from page 13

5 4 9 2 8 7 1 3 6
4 3 8 1 7 6 9 2 5
9 8 4 6 3 2 5 7 1
2 1 6 8 5 4 7 9 3
1 9 5 7 4 3 6 8 2
8 7 3 5 2 1 4 6 9
3 2 7 9 6 5 8 1 4
7 6 2 4 1 9 3 5 8
6 5 1 3 9 8 2 4 7

Next House rebuilds and redesigns haunted house escape challenge
For the second year in a row, 

the Next Haunt student group 
will host a Halloween-themed 
escape-the-room challenge.

Next House residents are 
hard at work building a two-sto-
ry haunted house in the dorm’s 
basement. When finished, the 
room will be able to fit a team 
of four to six people, who must 
solve the house’s puzzles in order 
to escape.

The Next Haunt team is reus-
ing the material from the exterior 
of last year’s house, but has com-
pletely redesigned the interior 
and promises a whole new set of 
puzzles.

The team has also added 
some polish to the room’s decor 
this time around.

“The house was built and 
planned in a month last time. We 
weren’t really concerned with 
making everything look good,” 
Next Haunt art director Clare 
Zhang ’16 told The Tech. With the 
extra time this year, the art team 
can devote more attention to-
ward giving the house an appro-
priately creepy personality.

Sturdy prop construction has 
also been a priority. Ben Mat-
tinson ’16, Next Haunt producer, 
recalled that at last year’s haunt, 
“someone backed into a table 

and broke it — people in the 
house can get a little jumpy.”

To ensure the safety of play-
ers, Next Haunt uses cameras to 
monitor the inside of the house 
and keep the event running 
smoothly.

Beyond running the event, 
constructing a 240 sq. ft. house 
in the Next’s basement presents 
its own set of difficulties. The 
Next Haunt team worked closely 
with MIT Environmental Health 
and Safety (EHS) to ensure the 
soundness of the room and its 
construction site. According to 
Zhang, “a gigantic packet of de-
tails and plans” was required to 

gain the administration’s approv-
al. Together, Next Haunt and MIT 
EHS covered everything from the 
house’s structural safety to the 
basement’s emergency exits. An 
architect from an outside firm 
was even called in to inspect the 
building’s plans. The extensive 
planning seems to have paid off, 
and construction is proceeding 
smoothly.

Next Haunt will run on Oct. 
30, Oct. 31, Nov. 1, Nov. 6, and 
Nov. 7. Mattinson encourages 
participants to sign up early. Last 
year, all team slots were booked 
completely.

 —Christopher Wang
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By Max Berkowitz
daper staff

The MIT sailing team, ranked 
No. 18 in the latest Coed College 
World Sailing poll, registered 

a first, sixth and 
eighth place finish 
at the New Eng-
land Intercollegiate 
Sailing Association 
(NEISA) Invita-
tional, hosted by 

the Engineers, and finished fifth 
at the Captain Hurst Bowl, hosted 
by Dartmouth College over the 
weekend.

The NEISA Invitational, a 
one-day regatta, kicked off the 
perfect weekend in great sailing 
conditions with a 12-22 knot west, 
northwest breeze blowing over 
the Charles River. The Wrathful 
Beavers boat, sailed by Scarlett 
E. Koller ’16, Sophie Goemans ’17, 
Zachary H. Hall ’18 and Trevor V. 
Long ’19, together registered 40 
points and a first-place finish in 
both the A and B Divisions.

Hall and Koller placed in first 
and second in eight of ten races 
in the A Division, while Goemans 
and Long did the same in the B 
Division, while not finishing any 
lower than fifth in any of the ten 

rotations.
MIT’s second boat, the Bea-

vers, placed sixth overall with a to-
tal of 114 points. Elizabeth Zhang 
’16 and Greta M. Farrell ’18 were 
fifth in the A Division, while the 
duo of Joseph T. Chamberlin ’19 
and Tiffany J. Xi ’19 were seventh 
in the B Division. Zhang and Far-
rell took five top three finishes in-
cluding first in the sixth and tenth 
rotations, respectively. Chamber-
lin and Xi’s top race came in the 
form of a fourth-place finish in 
the sixth race of the morning.

The final entry for the Cardinal 
and Gray, the Angry Beavers, took 
eighth overall out of 18 total teams 
with 135 points. In the A Division, 
Megan A. McKnelly ’17, Jorlyn Le 
Garrec ’17 and Ann M. Hughes ’19 
notched a fifth place finish, while 
the B Division boat with Jamila S. 
Smith-Dell ’16 and Sarah J. Caso 
’19 and Noa K. Yoder ’19 finished 
eighth.

At the Captain Hurst Bowl, 
MIT had three entries — one in 
each of the three divisions. The 
teams had perfect sailing condi-
tions with winds ranging from 5 
to 15 knots and about a 60-degree 
temperature on Saturday, but on 
Sunday, temperatures in the low 
20s and snow showers affected 

the sailors racing on Lake Mas-
coma in Enfield, New Hampshire.

As a team, the Engineers regis-
tered a sixth place finish, totaling 
269 points. Both the A Division 
and the B Division notched sixth 
in their respective divisions. Al-
exander M. Stewart ’17 and Paige 
M. Omura ’17 captured 107 points 
in the A boat, while David F. Lar-
son ’16, Lisa Sukharev-Chuyan 
’16 and Jordan N. Ladd ’17 had 98 
points in the B boat. The C Divi-
sion featured Christopher J. Ford 
’16 and Ty L. Ingram ’18, who had 
the best divisional finish, third, for 
the Engineers.

In the 18 team regatta, Stew-
art and Omura started off slow, 
but over the final seven races, the 
duo took home five top-5 finishes. 
Larson, Sukharev-Chuyan and 
Ladd followed suit with similar 
results. The B Division trio took 
second, twice over the final five 
races on Sunday. In nine of the 
14 rotations, Ford and Ingram fin-
ished either second or third for a 
team best 64 points.

The sailing team competes 
next on Thursday, Oct. 22 in the 
second of two fall Midweek Fire-
fly Invites. Racing is scheduled to 
begin at 5:00 p.m. at MIT’s home 
course on Charles River.

Sailing lands first-place 
finish in NEISA Invitational
MIT ends weekend with Captain Hurst Bowl 

Upcoming Home events
thursday, october 22

Sailing vs. Midweek Firefly 5 p.m., Charles River

Friday, october 23

Women’s Volleyball vs. Middlebury College 7 p.m., Rockwell Cage

Saturday, october 24

Women’s Volleyball vs. Tufts University 11 a.m., Rockwell Cage

Field Hockey vs. Mount Holyoke College 12 p.m., Jack Barry Field

Women’s Soccer vs. Babson College 1 p.m., Steinbrenner Stadium

Women’s Volleyball vs. Williams College 3 p.m., Rockwell Cage

Football vs. Western New England University 5 p.m., Steinbrenner 
Stadium

tuesday, october 27

Squash vs. Boston University 6 p.m., Zesiger Sports and Fitness 
Center

Women’s Volleyball vs. Emerson College 6 p.m., Rockwell Cage

Wednesday, october 28

Men’s Soccer vs. Stevens Institute of Technology 5 p.m., 
Steinbrenner Stadium

By Max Berkowitz
daper staff

For the third time this season, 
the MIT men’s soccer team has 

claimed both New 
England Women’s 
and Men’s Ath-
letic Conference 
(NEWMAC) week-
ly awards.

Jake L. Amere-
no ’16 was named 

as the Defensive Player of the 
Week for the third time this year, 
while Sean D. Bingham ’16 was 
tabbed the conference’s Offen-
sive Player of the Week also for 
the third time in 2015. Bingham 
has earned the award for the 
seventh time in his career, while 
Amereno picked up his third ca-
reer award this week.

Amereno registered a pair of 

shutouts — his 9th and 10th of 
the season — in a 2-0 week for 
the Engineers. He made eight 
saves en route to becoming the 
program leader for shutouts in 
a single season (10). Amereno 
sports the NEWMAC’s best save 
percentage at .889 and is tied for 
the lead in goals allowed at five 
and has helped MIT to an un-
beaten record of 9-0-1 over its 
past ten contests.

Bingham racked up two goals 
- both game winners - two as-
sists and six points. He notched 
the game winning goal in a 1-0 
overtime victory over Clark in 
the 100th minute off a thru pass 
that deflected off of Clark’s back 
line and opened the scoring 
against Worcester State in an 
eventual 3-0 win. Bingham has 
registered 14 goals and eight as-
sists this season for 36 points.

MIT collects both 
weekly accolades
Amereno, Bingham honored 

for soccer defense and offense

The American Institute of Physics’ History Programs invite you to
attend a Lyne Starling Trimble Science Heritage Public Lecture

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Museum 
Tuesday, October 27th, 2015
Reception: 6:30 p.m. — Talk: 7:00 p.m.

PRESENTED  BY  PROFESSOR DAVID  KAISER

EINSTEIN’S LEGACY
STUDYING  GRAVITY  IN  WAR  AND  PEACE

from new_skills import *

def learnMarketableJobSkills():
    return linux, OSX, javascript, applescript, perl, python, PHP

if self.interest == True: 
    print "E-mail join@tech.mit.edu"

----:----F1 joinTechno.py       (Python)--L1--Top-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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